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1 Installation and Startup
1.1 Unpacking and Inspection
1. Inspect the shipping crate for any signs of external damage, water saturation, or mis-handling.
2. Bend up the tabs holding the top of the crate to the sides and lift the top off.
3. Remove the plastic sheeting and foam from above and around the system and inspect for any
signs of damage.
4. Should damage be observed, notify Acuity Technologies and the Carrier immediately.
5. Bend out the tabs holding the side panels of the shipping crate to the bottom and remove the
side panels.
6. The system mounting adapter plate is packed beneath the system. If transporting the system
on the pallet with the crate sides removed, bolt the system to the adapter plate with the
supplied bolts before moving it.
7. Lift the system from beneath the four corner posts. DO NOT lift or move by the transmitter
or receiver telescope tubes. The system may also be lifted and moved short distance by the
rim about ¾ of the way up the sides of the case.
8. Set the system only on firm flat surfaces that support the 4 corner posts. DO NOT allow the
weight of the system to rest on the heat sinks or other components in the lower chamber.
9. Whenever possible transport and use the system with its bottom adapter plate attached. This
will protect the cooling system components in the lower chamber.
10. Attach the adapter plate to the mounting location with the countersunk holes toward the
cooling system chamber, ensuring that the bolt heads or nuts and bolt ends do not protrude
above the surface of the adapter plate.

1.2 Safety
1.2.1

Safety Information

THIS PRODUCT CONFORMS TO APPLICABLE UNITED STATES STANDARDS FOR A
CLASS IV LASER PRODUCT UNDER TIIE UNTIED STATES FEDERAL
PERFORMANCE STANDARD FOR LASER PRODUCTS 21 CFR, CHAPTER 1,
SUBCHAPTER J. This system is NOT considered eye safe per 21 CFR, and appropriate precautions
must be taken prior to operation.
When viewed with the naked eye, the SRI5000 produces output energy densities less than the Class I
Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) per ANSI Z136.1-2007 at all ranges and at all pulse rates of
60 Hz or less for periods of less than 166 minutes.
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Acuity Technologies assumes no responsibility in the operation of this system. It is the responsibility
of the user to institute and enforce proper operational and test safety procedures in accordance with
appropriate regulations. It is recommended that the user become familiar with the safeguards
contained in ANSI Standard Z136.1-2007 for the safe use of lasers, or the equivalent standards of
their venue.
In compliance with regulations of the United States Food and Drug Administration, the
following labels are affixed to the LRY-750E Laser Transceiver:
Aperture Label
Laser Class Label
Cover Interlock Label
Serial Number Label
Sources of Laser Safety Standards and Information
1. American National Standard For the Safe Use of Lasers" (Z136.1)
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
1899 L Street, NW
11th Floor
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: 1.202.293.8020
Fax: 1.202.293.9287
25 West 43rd Street,
4th floor
New York, NY 10036
Tel: 1.212.642.4900
Fax: 1.212.398.0023
http://www.ansi.org/
2. "A Guide for Control of Laser Hazards"
American Conference of Governmental and Industrial Hygienists
ACGIH®
1330 Kemper Meadow Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio 45240, USA
Customers/Members Phone: 513-742-2020
Administrative Phone: 513-742-6163
Fax: 513-742-3355
E-mail: mail@acgih.org
http://www.acgih.org
3. Code of Federal Regulations
21 CFR Part 1040.10 Laser Products
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/cfrsearch.cfm?fr=1040.10
4. Occupational Safety and Health Administration
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue
Phone: 1-800-321-OSHA (6742)
http://www.osha.gov/
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1.2.2

Operational Safety Considerations
1. Avoid direct exposure to laser beam.
2. The system should be serviced by qualified personnel only.
3. When in the laser operating area, wear eye protection to filter out laser
radiation.
4. Never view the laser beam through optical instruments. Doing such may cause
the laser power at the eye to exceed safe levels, even if eye protection is worn.
5. Never point the LRI 5000 directly toward the sun. The receiver telescope has
extremely high magnification and focused sunlight will instantly damage
optical lenses, filters, and the detector.
6. Know your target area. Do not expose unprotected personnel, personnel in
vehicles, or observers using binoculars, cameras, or other optical instruments.
7. Be sure that firing range is free of reflective objects for a safe radius.
8. When testing, do not fire the laser into a radiometer with a reflective aperture.
9. Avoid operation with direct reflection into laser system.
10. Operate this laser system in conformance with applicable safety standards
such as ANSI Z136.1-2007 and 21 CFR 1040.10.

Operation of this laser system shall be in conformance with applicable standards.
During laser operation, protective measures shall be used at all times by personnel operating the laser
or operating other equipment in close proximity to the LRI-5000. Laser protective eye wear is
mandatory for personnel involved in laser testing and operation or maintenance.
While in operation The LRI-5000 emits radiation at 1572 nm at levels which are hazardous if viewed
for extended time, or if concentrated or focused.

1.3 Hardware Power Up Sequence Summary
This is a summary of the power up sequence. See the Command Set section for details on
configuration options and the Laser Operating States Section for an understanding of how the laser
may safely be used before attempting to fire the laser.
1. Remove the transmitter and receiver lens covers and clean optics as necessary. Inspect the interior
surfaces of the outer optical elements for signs of condensation inside the system. Do not power the
system on if internal condensation is detected. Refer to the LRI-5000 Maintenance Manual for
purging with dry nitrogen.
2. Connect the 110VAC cable to the power connector C1 and connect RS-422 cables between the
host system and connectors D1 and D2. Connect additional control and monitoring BNC cables
desired.
3. Turn on the main power switch /circuit breaker. If any of the following are not observed, do not
attempt to operate the system
All LEDs will illuminate and turn off in sequence, with the Power LED remaining on.
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The buzzer will sound briefly.
The temperature control fans will start.
The shot counter will display the number of laser shots divided by 100.
4. The shutter and divergence control actuators will cycle.
5. Connect the range data and control/status cables to connectors D1 and D2 respectively.
6. Approximately 30 seconds after power up, verify connection and operation with a “!GS?” status
query.
7. Use the “!GS” command to display the system status and check for any faults or warnings that
occurred during power up.
8. Once the laser has reached operating temperature, the laser will be powered on and pre-operation
temperature stabilization will begin. The laser lapsed time display will power up and begin
accumulating.
10. Allow 30 minutes as required for the laser system temperature to settle. See the section on
operational procedures for details.
9. If desired, change the LRI-5000 sample rate and other parameters from their power up default by
sending configuration commands via the CMD RS-422 port. If external triggering is selected, apply
the cycle clock input to the Cycle Clock BNC connector.
11. Enter BIT mode to verify proper operation of the rangefinding electronics. See the “!P=Mt”
command.
12. Start Rate Stabilization using the “!DS” command.
13. Open the safety shutter with the “!P=SO command and verify that it is fully open with the
“!GS?”, “!P?”, or “!DFB” command. It will take approximately 5 seconds to show fully open.
14. After the 2 minute rate stabilization period, the !P=Zo” command may be used to generate
internal test range signals in BIT mode without firing the laser. Test range data may be observed from
the DATA RS-422 port or by using the “!DD?” command on the CMD port.
15. Stop the firing sequence with the !P=Zx” or “!DP” command.
16. Exit BIT mode. See the “!P=Ma” command.
17. Arm the laser and high voltage by inserting and turning the key in interlock switch S2.
18. Start Rate Stabilization using the “!DS” command.
19. Verify that the range between the rangefinder and the desired target is clear.
20. After the 2 minute rate stabilization period, the !P=Zo” command may be used to fire the laser.
21. Verify that the buzzer sounds for 10 seconds and the “LASE” LED the lights as firing begins.
Range data may be observed from the DATA RS-422 port or by using the “!DD?” command
on the CMD port.
22. Stop the firing sequence with the !P=Zx” or “!DP” command.
23. Before powering off the system issue the “!DP” command..
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2 System Description
Transmit Telescope
Receive Telescope

Sighting Scope

Power Supply Chamber Purge (1 of 2)

Laser Chamber Purge (1 of 2)
Laser Chamber
Power
Supply
Chamber
Interface
Panel

Cooling System Enclosure

Adapter Plate
Mount Points
(2 of 4)

Figure 1. External Components

2.1 Overview
The LRI-5000 Rangefinder is a long range, eye safe laser based distance measurement system. The
laser source subassembly consists of a Nd:YAG laser driving an optical parametric oscillator (OPO)
generating 1572 nm laser light. The laser is actively Q-switched to generate 7 ns pulses of 25 mJ at up
to 60 Hz. Sample rate, laser beam divergence, and several other parameters may be controlled from a
terminal or from remote software.
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2.1.1

Specifications

General
Weight:
Power:
Dimensions:
Laser wavelength:
Laser pulse width:
Laser pulse rise time:
Laser Pulse energy:
Laser Pulse stability:
Measurement Range:

54 Kg
900W, 110VAC
36 by 18.5 by 13 inches, with control electronics
1572 +/- 2 nm
7 ns FWHM
< 5 ns 10-90%
25 mJ
+/- 10%
100 to 30,000 meters, target dependent

Environmental
Case:

Aluminum, high reflectance gloss white powder coated and protective clear
alodyned.
Sealing:
Sealed laser and electronics chambers, liquid tight, gas resistant (>1yr
volume gas exchange time constant)
Rain/washdown tolerant heating/cooling system in lower vented enclosure.
Thermal Control
Fully automatic bidirectional thermoelectric coolers for heating and cooling.
Temperature:
-20 to 70 C storage, -20 to 50 C operating.
Shock:
15 g, 10 ms half-sine
Vibration:
2 g, 5 Hz to 500 Hz
Humidity:
0 to 100 percent, noncondensing
Altitude:
0 to 10,000 feet msl
Rain:
0 to 4 inches per hour (connector covers in place or mated to sealed cables)
Sand and dust:
Operable while being exposed to blowing sand and dust
Laser beam aperture: 75 mm
Receiver aperture:
203 mm
Laser beam power density: < 100 mW/cm2 average power
Beam divergence:
Remotely adjustable, 0.5 to 4 milliradians full width 1/e2
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2.2 Operation Principles and Considerations
The laser in the LRI-5000 Rangefinder is a low maintenance, long life diode pumped solid state laser
that if properly used will provide over 1 billion range measurements between services. The primary
use considerations relating to reliability and life are shock and vibration, temperature, and
environmental dust and condensation. The results of exceeding rated limits of any of these may range
from slight performance degradation to failure of the laser.
Normal transportation and handling shock and vibration will not harm the system, but the laser is
rigidly mounted in the LRI-5000 to ensure accurate alignment with the transmit and receive optics.
Therefore shock or vibration in excess of the specified limits should be avoided.

2.2.1

2.2.1.1

System Configuration

Attenuators

The output power of the laser may be adjusted by inserting a beam attenuator in the laser chamber
between the beam angle adjustment plate and the beam expansion lens. The LRI-5000 si supplied
with one attenuator (Thorlabs # NENIR501B) , OD 0.09, which reduces the beam power to 81% of its
unattenuated power. Thorlabs stocks several other OD interchangeable attenuators. Figure 1a shows
the location of the attenuator mounting plate. The steps for adding or changing an attenuator are:
1. Work in a low dust environment. Attenuators and other laser optics should be kept free of
dust. The use of latex or similar gloves or finger cots is recommended to prevent accidental
contamination of optics. Do not leave the laser chamber cover off longer than necessary.
2. Disconnect power from the LRI -5000.
3. Remove the laser head chamber cover. Once the screws are loose, lift the cover straight up to
avoid damaging the safety interlock switch in the rim of the chamber wall.
4. Remove the attenuator mounting plate by removing the single hex socket cap screw indicated
in Figure 1 and lifting the attenuator mounting plate straight up.
5. Loosen the 4 filter retainer screws indicated in Figure 1 and remove the square attenuator
retainer. The elements supplied in the attenuator mounting plate are a placeholding window
and a filter to remove residual 532 and 1064 nm laser light. The filter must be in place in the
beam path whenever the laser is operated, and should not be removed from the attenuator
mounting plate.
6. Remove the Teflon placeholding ring and replace it with the desired attenuator with the
Teflon spacer between the attenuator and the filter. Keep the placeholder for future use if the
attenuator is removed.
7. Replace the attenuator retainer and tighten the 4 retainer screws.
8. Replace the attenuator mounting plate in its slot in the laser chamber and tighten the retaining
screw.
9. Liberally grease the laser chamber O-ring with high vacuum grease and replace in its slot in
the top rim of the laser chamber.
10. Replace the laser chamber cover, being careful not to damage the safety interlock switch in
the rim, and tighten the screws securely.
11. Purge the laser chamber with dry nitrogen per the instructions in the LRI-5000 Maintenance
Manual.
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Attenuator Mount Plate Screw

Attenuator Mount Plate
Filter Retainer Screws (4)
Laser Filter (Must
remain in place
beneath attenuator)

Attenuator Retainer

Transmit Beam Expansion Lens

Figure 1a. Laser Chamber Transmit Optics

2.2.1.2

Figure 1b. Attenuator Holder

Beam Divergence

The laser beam divergence may be adjusted between 0.5 and 4 milliradians in 0.1 milliradian steps
with the “!DV=” command. On power up the divergence is set to 0.5 milliradians.

2.2.1.3

Software Configuration

The LRI-5000 has several other configurable operating parameters. These include sample rate,
averaging, pulse quality thresholding, verbosity of error messages, and others. Refer to the Command
Set section for details.

2.2.2

Laser Operating States

The laser warmup and fire control logic has a sequence of states that it goes through to prepare the
system for rangefinding. These states are
1. Initial Warmup – From LRI-5000 power on until the thermal control system brings the laser
compartment temperatures with operating limits.
2. Laser AC Power On – AC power is applied to the laser and laser status is checked.
3. Laser Warmup – a 30 minute period in which the internal laser component temperature equalizes.
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4. Laser Warm – Once the laser is warmed up, it is ready to begin pulse rate stabilization. If the “!DS”
command was issued during warmup, the laser will immediately proceed the next step.
5. Laser Rate Stabilization – a 2 minute period in which the laser is pumped internally but with an
internal shutter closed to prevent lasing, to establish steady state temperature gradients for a given
sample rate.
6. Laser Ready to Fire – The laser continues to be pumped internally at the rate commanded (or sent
over the Cycle Clock input if the External Cycle Clock has been chosen) so that it will be ready to fire
immediately folowing the Buzzer Warning state. The “!P=Zo” command will start that state.
7. Buzzer Warning – Once the LRI-5000 has been ordered to begin firing, a warning buzzer sounds
for 10 seconds, and the next stage is then entered automatically.
8. Running – If in asynchronous mode (“!P=Ma”) the laser is pulsed at the established repetition rate
and range measurements are collected. If in test mode (“!P=Mt”) a test signal is generated instead of
the laser pulse. The “!P=Zx” or “!DP” command will cause the LRI-5000 to exit this state and go to
the Laser Warm state. The “!P=Io” command will close the internal laser shutter to prevent lasing but
the system will remain in the Running state.
9. Laser Error Shut Down – Laser operation is disabled due to a fault condition. This state is entered
from another state if a fatal fault is detected in the system. This state cannot be exited without
powering down the laser.

2.2.3

Preparation for Firing

The two 5” fans in the heating/cooling compartment should be running whenever the system is
powered on. On power up, the LRI-5000 measures the laser environment temperature and heats or
cools the enclosure as necessary to bring the temperature within the laser operating limits. The laser is
then switched on internally. After this the internal temperature of the laser head requires 30 minutes
to stabilize unless the LRI-5000 has been operating and was powered down for less than 30 minutes.
In this case a shorter warmup time, not less than the power off interval and not less than 15 minutes,
may used.
The LRI control system will allow laser operation after 15 minutes of warmup. However, 30 minutes
must be used after extended power off times to prevent possible damage and to ensure correct pulse
power levels and operation.
Once the laser has warmed up, the temperature of the laser optical components must be stabilized for
the pulse rate to be used. This is done by operating the pump laser diodes internally for two minutes
at the same rate as will be used during firing and is initiated with the “!DS” command. During this
time the LRI-5000 does not emit ranging pulses or take range measurements but all components are
active internally. Laser firing is inhibited during this time by keeping an intracavity shutter closed,
preventing lasing. This intracavity shutter is also used to inhibit firing for short periods of time under
user control (see the “!P=Io” command).
Before using the “!DS” command the desired sample rate must be established, either by setting the
sample rate through the command interface or by applying input signals to the external cycle clock or
trigger inputs at the same rate as will be used during rangefinding. The external input pulse rate
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during the two minute stabilization period must remain the same as that desired in the subsequent
rangefinding.
The LRI-5000 will not allow transition to rangefinding until the stabilization is completed.
Once the laser has completed the two minute stabilization period, the system is ready for range
measurement at the sample rate that has been set. This can be verified using the “!P?” command and
observing that the laser is not firing and is ready to fire (“Zxo” in the response string). Rangefinding
can then be started with the Fire command “!P=Zo”). The LRI-5000 will not accept sample rate
change commands while rangefinding. In external cycle clock mode, a change of more than 10 Hz in
the repetition rate on the external input lines will cause the LRI-5000 to stop ranging and return to
stabilization to avoid internal laser damage.
By default the LRI-5000 will halt at the end of its warmup period and wait for a command to proceed
to the rate stabilization. Issuing a Stabilize command (!DS) any time during or after the warmup
period will cause the LRI-5000 to go directly into rate stabilization once the warmup is complete. The
Stabilize command is not sticky: the command is cleared once Rate Stabilization is entered.
Since the pump diodes are firing during and after the this time, to maximize the life of the pump
diodes it is not recommended that the LRI-5000 be left in the Ready to Fire state for extended times.
To exit this state the Power Off Safe (!DP) command should be used to return to the laser to a
quiescent state, from which the system can be safely shut down.
If firing is to be stopped for short periods of 0.5 seconds to a few minutes, the inhibit command may
be used to close the intracavity window but continue pumping, keeping the laser ready to fire.
Otherwise it is recommended that the Stop Firing command (!PZx) or the Power Off Safe (!DP)
command be used to return to the laser to the Laser Warm state.
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2.3 Panel Controls and Indicators

Figure 2. Interface Panel Photo
All panel items are sealed to maintain the integrity of the power supply and electronics enclosure. If
an item is damaged, the seal may be broken and the part should be replaced with a suitable sealed part
and installed with an O-ring or seal with vacuum grease, or with marine sealant.

2.3.1

Switches and Breaker

2.3.1.1.1.1 Laser Enable Interlock Key Switch S1
A manually actuated key switch to enable or terminate laser high voltage and firing sequence.
The key is not removable when in the ON (horizontal) position.
Power Switch
A manual toggle switch enables power to the system.
Power Circuit Breaker
A 15 Amp circuit breaker fuses all power to the system.

2.3.2

2.3.2.1

Indicators and Meters

LED Indicators (top to bottom)

Power Indicator
This indicator illuminates when the key switch is in the ON position and primary power is
present to the laser electronics.
Laser High-voltage Indicator
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This indicator shall be illuminated when high voltage is present inside the laser power supply..
Lasing Indicator
This indicator illuminates when laser radiation is sensed by a laser energy monitor within the
laser housing. This is illuminated when a detector in the laser chamber senses light from the
laser output beam path.
Laser Temperature Warning Indicator This indicator is illuminated when an internal laser
overheat is imminent. This is driven by a temperature sensor on the heating /cooling plate that
will warn when the plate temperature limits are exceeded. This will typically illuminate before
the Laser Temperature Out of Range indicator in the case of a cooling failure or thermal
overload.
Laser Temperature Out of Range Indicator This indicator is illuminated when a laser over- or
under-temperature condition is detected. It is controlled by a temperature sensor on the laser
head. When this condition occurs the laser head power is turned off internally.
2.3.2.2

Meters

Laser Elapsed Time Meter
This is a nonresettable elapsed time meter monitors time (in hours) that power is applied to laser
electronics.
Laser Shot Counter This is a nonresettable counter that monitors the number of shots on the laser.
The number displayed is the number of shots divided by 100.

2.3.3

Connectors

2.3.3.1 Power Connector
8 pin MS3114H16C8P hermetic circular connector per MIL-DTL-26482H.
110V AC Line in:
Pin A
Neutral:
Pin B
Ground:
Pin C

2.3.3.2

BNC Connectors

QSWITCH: Laser Q-switch sync diagnostic output
This is a 50 ohm test signal output synchronized to the laser Q-switch trigger signal which triggers the
optical pulse. The Qswitch is powered up when the diode pumping starts, and then returns to ground
to fire the laser.
LASER: Laser pulse monitor output
This is a 50 ohm test signal from the laser pulse monitoring photodiode in the laser chamber. The
approximately 200 mV, 7 ns FWHM laser pulse may be observed on this line using an oscilloscope
with the input set to 50 ohm termination.
RCVR: Receiver monitor output
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This is a 50-ohm buffered analog signal from the rangefinder receiver detector. This may be used to
verify the system optical alignment and operation of the laser and detector. The signal on this line is
wider and has slower rise time than the laser pulse due to noise filtering and response time in the
detector. Both outgoing and return pulses are seen on this monitor line.
PUMP: Laser pump diagnostic output
This is a 50 ohm test signal output synchronized to the pump diode power signal. The laser diodes
which pump the laser rod are turned on approximately 130 microseconds before the laser fires.

2.3.3.3 External Laser Triggering
There are two external fire control 5 ohm terminated BNC inputs which fire the laser on the leading
edge of an input voltage signal when the conditions described below are met. The input signals must
transition from less than 0.8 V to at least 2 volts when loaded with 50 ohms and be at least 100
microseconds long. As with internal triggering, the laser must be properly warmed up, armed and
stabilized.
CYCLE IN: External cycle clock input
To use this input, send the command “!P=Ce” and the “!P=Fnn” while the laser is in the Warming Up
or Laser Warm states to select external input and the firing rate that will be used. Before transitioning
to the Laser Stabilizing state with the “!DS” command, the periodic input signal to the CYCLE input
must be started. This signal must remain present at the frequency specified with the “P=Fnn”
command to within +/-10% or the laser will stop stabilizing or firing and transition back to the Laser
Warm state to prevent possible laser damage.
TRIG: Laser external trigger input
To use this input, send the “!P=Ce” and the “!P=F10” commands while the laser is in the Warming
Up or Warm states to select external input and allow low frequency input. This input is intended for
range measurements taken more than 100 milliseconds apart at irregular intervals. Pulses on the
TRIG input to need to appear during stabilization or at regular intervals. Pulses applied less than 100
ms apart will not fire the laser.

2.3.3.4 Data and Control Interfaces
The LRI-5000 laser range finder provides range data output on the DATA port and command input
and status output on the CMD port via RS-422 serial data links.
Data Port Output
Range data is output via a male transmit-only DB-9 RS-422 port. Transmission of the data packet
occurs at the end of each measurement cycle.
Pinout
Pin 1: Ground
Pin 8: Data out +
Pin 9: Data out Baud Rate:115200
Output Formats
There are two data formats available, selectable with the !DF= command. See the !DF command
description for format details.
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In both formats, if averaging is being used the output is the average of all the valid samples the last N
samples, with N specified by the “!P=G” command.
Command Input and Status Output
Command inputs and status outputs are transmitted over a female DB-9 bidirectional RS-422 port.
See the section on the Command Set for details.
Pinout
Pin 1: Ground
Pin 4: Data in+
Pin 5: Data in Pin 8: Data out +
Pin 9: Data out Baud Rate:115200
Command Port Output: ASCII, format varies by command.
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2.4 Sighting Telescope
WARNING: Do not look through the sighting scope when there is a risk of specular or retro
reflections from objects in the beam path. Doing so may cause permanent eye damage.
A 3-8 x 25 zoom sighting telescope with reticle is attached to the side of the LRI-5000. The eye relief
distance of this scope is approximately 15 inches so that it may be used from a distance behind the
rangefinder. To use this, look through it from a distance of about 1 foot and move left and right to
center the light view area. Then move back until the view fills the scope aperture.

2.4.1

Alignment

The scope has been aligned with the transmitter and receiver optics at the factory. Should alignment
become necessary the following steps can be used.
WARNING: If the targets used in the steps below are specular (shiny), turn off the laser before
sighting through the scope.
1. Remove the sighting scope vertical and horizontal reticle covers (one shown in place in
Figure 3).
2. Set the laser beam divergence to 0.5 milliradians.
3. Find a thin vertical target such as pole at intermediate distance that subtends approximately
0.5 milliradians.
4. Direct the LRI-5000 toward the target and with the laser firing rotate it horizontally until the
maximum strength signal as seen on the receiver monitor output is seen.
5. If the target is specular (shiny), turn off the laser before sighting through the scope.
6. If the target is approximately at the desired scope convergence distance, adjust the scope
vertical reticle with a slot head screwdriver to appear overlaid on the pole when sighting
through the scope. If the target is much closer than the desired scope convergence distance,
adjust the scope vertical reticle to appear approximately 18” to the left of the target, e.g. one
pole diameter if the pole is 18” in diameter.
7. Find a thin horizontal target such as a power line at intermediate distance that subtends
approximately 0.5 milliradians.
8. Direct the LRI-5000 toward the target and with the laser firing rotate it vertically until the
maximum strength signal as seen on the receiver monitor output is seen.
9. Repeat steps 5-7 for the horizontal reticle.
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Zoom Ring

Vertical Reticle Adjustment (Cap Off)

Focus Locking Ring

Focus
Adjustment
Horizontal Reticle Adjustment (Cap On)

Figure 3. Sighting Telescope Adjustments

2.5 Laser Shutters and Aperture Caps
The LRI 5000 is equipped with three laser beam blocking devices. These are an electromechanical
shutter in the laser cavity, an electromechanical shutter with feedback switches in the laser chamber
outside the laser head, and a permanently attached laser aperture cover on the outside of the system.

2.5.1

Intracavity Shutter

When closed this shutter blocks the beam path in the laser cavity, preventing pulse buildup. The
actuation time of this shutter is less than 0.5 seconds. This shutter is used by the internal LRI-5000
software to control laser start and to implement the Inhibit (“!P=I”) command.

2.5.2

Laser Chamber Shutter

This is an extracavity shutter in the laser chamber that blocks the beam output path after it leaves the
laser head. The actuation time of this shutter is approximately 5 seconds. This shutter can be opened
and closed with the shutter control commands “!P=SS” and “!P=SO”. This shutter contains feedback
limit switches to verify that it is fully open, fully closed, or between open and closed, using the
“!P?” or “!DFB?” commands.

2.5.3

Laser Aperture Cap

This is an aluminum cap that should be secured over the laser transmit aperture when the system is
not in use. It is chained to the system housing and must not be disconnected.
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3 Command Set
This section provides descriptions of commands that can be used with the LRI-5000 Rangefinder.
The LRI-5000 system may be controlled and monitored from a remote terminal via the
command/status RS-422 port D2 on the enclosure panel.

3.1 Syntax
The command set may be viewed as being composed of three major classes of commands; control
commands, action commands, and inquiry commands. Action and control commands are used to
modify the present state of system control parameters, while inquiry commands are used to view
system status parameters.

3.1.1

Control Commands

Control commands have the general form:
!CCC=DDD<CR>
Where
!
CCC
=
< CR >

is the command delimiter (referred to as the 'bang' character)
is the command name
is the assignment indicator
DDD is the data to be used in the control command
is the carriage return character

The response to a control command is either the command acknowledgment (or ACK):
[]
indicating the acceptance of the command input, or the negative command acknowledgment (or
NACK):
[?]
indicating the rejection of the command input.

3.1.2

Action commands

Action commands have the general form:
!CCC <CR>
Where
!

is the command delimiter (referred to as the 'bang' character)
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CCC
< CR >

is the command name
is the carriage return character

The response to a control command is either the command acknowledgment (or ACK):
[]
indicating the acceptance of the command input, or the negative command acknowledgment (or
NACK):
[?]
indicating the rejection of the command input.

3.1.3

Inquiry commands

Inquiry commands have the general form:
!CCC?<CR>
Where
!
CCC
?
< CR >

is the command delimiter (referred to as the 'bang' character)
is the command name
is the 'inquiry' indicator
is the carriage return character

The response to a inquiry command is not uniform for all commands. Each command response
contains information appropriate to the inquiry. Each of these unique responses is described in the
command listing.
LRI-5000 commands are generally not syntax-sensitive. In the case where this documentation lists
multiple parameters for a given command, only the parameters desired need be used. Parameters
which do not need changing need not be specified. Unspecified parameters will remain unchanged.
Furthermore, modifiers may be presented in any order.
LRI-5000 commands are case-sensitive. Commands must be entered in the case-pattern shown. The
command name is typically upper case. Parameter names are typically upper case, with the parameter
value immediately following in lower case. Command entry is delimited by a Carriage Return <CR>.
All command responses are delimited by a Carriage Return and a Line Feed <CR> <LF>.
Commands that cannot be fully parsed or cannot be used in the current stage of operation will log a
warning message. Some commands will also respond with an acknowledgement message or a
negative ack if not entered correctly.

3.2 Command Descriptions
Commands and inquiries are presented in alphabetical order. For commands having both "control"
and "inquiry" forms, the "control" form (e.g., !AC=) appears first, followed by the "inquiry" (e.g.,
!AC?) form.
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Command

!DD?

Brief

View the target range (in meters).

Response

[DDnnnnnn.nn]

where nnnnnn.nn is the target range in meters. If averaging is
enabled, nnnnnn.nn represents the average target range. If
averaging is disabled, nnnnnn.nn represents the single shot
target range.

Description

This command allows you to view a sample of the target range; If averaging is enabled,
nnnnnn.nn represents the average target range. If averaging is disabled, nnnnnn.nn
represents the single shot target range.

Example

!DD?
(response)
[DD2401.95]
This example shows that the rangefinder is reporting a target range of 2401.95 meters.
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Command

!DDR?

Brief
Response

View the range and the raw shot data values.
[DDRSS HH DDDDD.DD RRRRRRRR WWWWW]

Description

This command allows you to view a sample of the information on the most recent shot.
SS is the system range status.
HH is the number of return transitions seen by the detector from the reflected laser pulse.
This includes both rising and falling edges. These are not averaged: if averaging is being
used, HH is the number of hits for the most recent pulse.
DDDDD.DD is the range in meters and centimeters.
RRRRRRRRR is the raw range timing output which is converted to the range using
internal scaling, offset and signal strength correction factors.
WWWWW is a relative measure of the return pulse strength. The scale is roughly
logarithmic.

Example

!DDR?
[DDR45 16 4567.89 3683253 13537]
This response shows that the range status code is 45 (good range measurement)
The number of rising and falling edges detected is 16.
The distance output is 4567.89 meters
The raw range output is 3683253 counts
The relative signal strength of the pulse selected (first or last) is 13537.
Note that the number of rising and falling edges need not be equal, so the edge count may
be odd.
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Command

!DF=

Brief

Set the output of the range data serial port to binary or ASCII.

Response

[ ] if accepted, [?] if rejected.

Description

There are two data formats available, selectable with the !DF= command.
!DF=0 will output ASCII data. In this format, range data is output in meters and
centimeters, with a decimal point, in ASCII numeric format, followed by a space and a
“Valid” flag (ASCII 1 or 0), and terminated by CR LF. See the description of the flags
byte below for the definition of the valid flag.
If the command !DF=1 is given, the range data is sent in a 7 byte binary packet, with the
bytes defined below.
In both formats, if averaging is being used, the output is the average of all the valid
samples the last N samples, with N specified by the “!P=G” command.
The default output format is ASCII (!DF=0).
Binary format range data packet bytes
Header
Flags
Most significant range byte
Middle order range byte
Least significant range byte
Fault byte
Checksum
Header
The header is a fixed value byte with value hexadecimal aa.
Flags
Bit 0: Valid
If the number of valid returns in the last quality group (quality group size
specified with the “!DQG” Command) is greater than the valid threshold set with
the “!P=V” command”, this flag is set to 1. Otherwise it is set to 0.
Bit 1: Fault/Warning buffer not empty
If any faults or errors have occurred since the last clearing of the fault buffer or
the last power up, this bit will be set. See the !FLT? and !FLT commands.
Bit 2: Most recent sample valid or not valid
Analogous to the Valid flag, but pertaining to the most recent sample rather than
the quality group. If this is not valid the average range reported will not include
any data from the most recent ranging cycle, though it may change since old
samples may have been dropped from the average.
Bits 3-7: Reserved
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Most, middle, and least significant range bytes
The range is a 24 bit unsigned value representing the measured distance in
centimeters, with a (theoretical) maximum value of 167,772.15 meters.
Fault byte
If any non-fatal faults or warnings occurred during the last ranging cycle, this byte
contains the fault or warning code. See the error codes section of the !FLT?
command description. If no faults or errors occurred, this byte is set to 0. Fatal
faults or errors will immediately stop the ranging process and transition the laser
to the DEADLASER state and ending data output, so they will not appear in any
data messages.
Checksum
8-bit checksum computed on the first 6 bytes of the message. The equation used is
S – 255*((S-1)/255), computed using integer variables, where S is the sum of the
first 6 bytes.
Example
!DF=1
[]
Output format is set to binary.
See Also
!DF?
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Command

!DF?

Brief

Query the current state of the range output format control.

Response

[DFx]

Description

There are two data formats available, selectable with the !DF= command.
The command !DF=0 will output ASCII data.
If the command !DF=1 is given, the range data is sent in a 7 byte binary packet, with the
bytes defined below.

Example

!DF?
[DF1]
Current range format is set to binary.

See Also

!DF=
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Command

!DFB?

Brief

View the controller system feedback indicators.

Response

[DFBSSxSOx]

Description

This command allows you to view system feedback indicators that the controller is
currently using Each-parameter displayed in the command is described below:
SS specifies 'Shutter Safe'. and: is followed by either an 'r if the . shutter is not··
completely closed, or an '0' if the shutter is completely closed. When the shutter
is in the closed position no laser radiation is emitted from the laser output
aperture.
SO specifies 'Shutter Open' and is followed by either an 'x' if the shutter is not
completely open, or an '0' if the shutter is completely open. If the 'x' indication
is returned, the shutter is at least partially open and laser. radiation may be
emitted from the laser output aperture.

Example

!DFB?
(response)
[DFBSSoSOx]
This example shows that feedback switches on the laser shutter indicate that the 'Shutter
Safe' switch indicates that the shutter is completely closed and the 'Shutter Open' switch
is not completely open. This would be the normal status when the shutter is closed.
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Command

!DP

Brief
Response

Stop firing or stabilizing and make the laser ready for system power down.
[ ] if accepted, [?] if rejected.

Description

This command executes the internal steps necessary to ensure that the LRI-5000 can
be safely powered down. This includes stopping the laser if firing, disabling the Qswitch and pump power to prevent any chance of damage to laser components.

Example

!DP
[]
Laser head is now safe to power down.
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Command

!DQ?

Brief

View a sample of the quality number

Response

[DQnnn] where nnn is a number between 1 and 256, depending on the Quality
Group
Size.

Description
The quality number is defined to be the number of valid range readings recorded
out of a total number of samples equal to the Quality Group Size. For example, if the
quality group size is 100, the Quality .numberis the number ofvalid (or 'good') range
samples recorded out of a possible 100 shots. So if 94 shots out of every 100 shots is
valid, then the quality number is 94. When the Quality Group Size is equal to 100,
the Quality number is equal to the percentage of valid range readings made,
This command allows you to view a sample of the quality number. It may be used as
an indication of general system performance.
NOTE: Many factors may influence the quality number, including atmospheric
conditions
and target reflectance and distance. A low quality number does not necessarily
indicate system failure or component degradation.
Example

See Also

NOTE: The quality number function also operates in the Test mode. When used in
Test
mode, Quality Number provides a good indication of Controller integrity.
!DQ?
(response)
[DQ97]
This example shows that 97 of the range readings in a sample the size of the Quality
Group Size are considered to be 'valid' by the system electronics. If the Quality
Group
Size in this example was 100, then 97 percent of the returns would be valid. If the
Quality Group Size was 150, then (97/150)*100 or 64.6 of the range readings would
be valid.
!DQG=, !DQG?
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Command

!DQG=

Brief

Specify the Quality Group size.

Response

[ ] if accepted, [?] if rejected.

Description

This command is used to set the Quality Group size to a value between 1 and 256.
When you issue this command, the Quality Group size is .set to the value you specify.
In addition, the Quality number is zeroed to allow the correct re-computation of the
value.
NOTE: The Quality number is zeroed even if you use this command but don't change
the value of the Quality Group size.

Example

!DQG=l00
(response)
This command sets the Quality Group size to 100, and resets the Quality number to zero.
NOTE: The Quality number is zeroed even if the value of the Quality Group size was
100 before this command was issued.

See Also

!DQG?, !DQ?
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Command

!DQG?

Brief

View the Quality Group size.

Response

[DQGnnn] where nnn is the Quality Group size.

Description

This command allows you to view the Quality Group size. The Quality Group size is
defined as thenumber of range samples over which the Quality number is computed,
The default value of the Quality Group size is 100, therefore, the Quality number is a
percentage of valid range 'readings. If you change the Quality Group size' to any value
other than 100, the percent of valid return is computed as follows:
% valid range readings = (Quality number / Quality Group size) * 100

Example

!DQG?
(response)
[DQGl00]
This example shows that the Quality Group size is equal to 100. Therefore, the Quality
number ([DQ?]) may be interpreted as the percentage of valid range readings.
!DQG=, !DQ?

See Also
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Command

!DS

Brief

Proceed with laser stabilization when ready

Response

[] if accepted, [?] if rejected

Description

This command is necessary at least 2 minutes prior to the start of firing. It initiates thermal
stabilization for the pulse rate to be used after the laser has been warming up for 30
minutes. The command may be issued before the 30 minutes has elapsed, in which case the
laser will automatically transition in to rate stabilization at the end of the 30 minute
warmup. The pulse rate must be set and, if external cycle clock mode is to be used, the
periodic cycle clock must be present on the CYCLE input prior to transition to rate
stabilization. If the pulse rate is changed after that the laser will exit the stabilization phase
and this command must be re-entered.

Example

!DS
[]

See Also

!DSO
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Command

!DSO

Brief

Override the warmup time and proceed with laser stabilization immediately

Response

[] if accepted, [?] if rejected

Description

After the laser has been warming up for at least 15 minutes, this command may be used to
go immediately to the pulse rate thermal stabilization state. If issued before that, an error is
generated and the command has no effect. The pulse rate must be set and, if external cycle
clock mode is to be used, the periodic cycle clock must be present on the CYCLE input
prior to using this command. If the pulse rate is changed after this command is issued, the
laser will exit the stabilization phase and this command must be re-entered.

Example

!DSO
[]

See Also

!DS
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Command

!DV=

Brief

Set the laser beam divergence.

Response

[] if accepted, [?] if rejected

Description

After initial power up the laser beam divergence may be queried with !DV=? or set to a
value between 0.5 and 4.0 milliradians full width half maximum. Resolution is 0.1
milliradian. Note that the acknowledgement [] will be sent immediately but the divergence
will take up to 5 seconds to reach the commanded value. Default: 0.5 milliradians.

Example

!DV=3.4
[]
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Command

!DV?

Brief

Query the laser beam divergence.

Response

[DVnn.n] if accepted, [?] if rejected

Description

Reports the current value of the laser beam divergence in milliradians full width half
maximum. The divergence may take up to 5 seconds to reach its commanded value after
being set with the !DV= command.

Example

!DV?
[DV2.5]
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Command

!FLT=

Brief

Specify that the fault buffer is to be cleared.

Response

[ ] if accepted, [ ? ] if rejected.

Description

This command allows you to clear the fault event buffer. Once cleared, the contents of .
the fault buffer cannot be recovered.
.
NOTE: The fault event buffer is not retained though a system power down.

Example

!FLT=
(response)
[]
This command clears the fault event buffer.

See Also

!FLT?
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Command

!FLT?

Brief

View the contents of the fault buffer.

Response

[Fault Log]
either [no faults] or [ FNNN,CCC ]
where F
NNN
CCC

Description

is either W for warning or E. for error.
is a three digit fault code.
is a fault repetition count.

This command allows you to view the contents of the error buffer. If no errors are
present in the buffer, then the response indicates []. Otherwise, the most
recent 100 unique events will be displayed, with 5 unique events per line. A
unique event is defined as one or more of a particular fevent If an event
occurs repetitively with no other intervening errors, a count is kept of the number of
repetitions of this event. Only the 100 most recent unique events are recorded, and the
most recent event is always printed first. A full fault event buffer is printed as 20 lines
of five events on each line, with the most recent event in the top left corner, and the
most distant event in the lower right corner. Once the fault buffer is full no new faults
are added and the most recent fault in the buffer will be a fault buffer overflow fault.
NOTE: The error event buffer is not retained though a system power down.

Example

!FLT?
[F24,2] [W72,1] [W29,7]
This examples shows that three unique error events have occurred and have been
reported. The most recent is a fault for power supply air laser plate over temperature
(F24) that occurred twice. Before that, a warning for bad command syntax (W72)
occurred once, and before that a laser plate temperature warning occurred seven times.

See Also

!FLT=

List of
Faults

Laser/System errors
LASER_COMM_FAIL
LASER_POWERUP_STATUS_FAIL
LASER_TEC_INIT_FAIL
LASER_SYNC_INIT_FAIL
LASER_CURRENT_INIT_FAIL
LASER_PULSE_INIT_FAIL
LASER_QSW_INIT_FAIL
LASER_DIA_CLOSE_FAIL
LASER_INTERLOCK_OPEN
LASER_PUMP_INIT_FAIL
LASERSHUTTERCLOSEFAIL
LASERSHUTTEROPENFAIL
SHUTTERNOTFULLYOPEN
LASERFIRESTARTFAIL
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LASER_PUMP_START_FAIL
BADCYCLETIME
LASER_ESTOP
LASER_AC_POWER_FAIL
FATALLASER

15
16
17
18
19

Laser temperature codes
BASECOLDAIRHOT
BASEHOTAIRCOLD
LASER_AIR_OVERHEAT
LASER_PLATE_OVERHEAT
PS_AIR_OVERHEAT
LASER_AIR_UNDERHEAT
LASER_PLATE_UNDERHEAT
PS_AIR_UNDERHEAT
LASER_AIR_OVERHEAT_WARN
LASER_PLATE_OVERHEAT_WARN
PS_AIR_OVERHEAT_WARN
LASER_AIR_UNDERHEAT_WARN
LASER_PLATE_UNDERHEAT_WARN
PS_AIR_UNDERHEAT_WARN
TEC_POWER_FAIL
LASER_TEMP_OK

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Range timing system status values
NO_SHOTS
RISE_FALL_MISMATCH
NO_PULSES
NO_RETURN_PULSES
BAD_EDGE_VALUE
GOOD_RANGE
NO_CORRECTION
BAD_SLOPE
GPX_ERROR_FLAG
ODD_PULSES
MISSED_OUTGOING_PULSE
NO_VALID_RANGES

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Command and input warnings
BADMODEPARAM
BADSHUTTERPARAM
BADRATEPARAM
BADGROUPPARAM
BADVALIDPARAM
BADINHIBITPARAM
BADRANGEMODEPARAM
BADCYCLECLKPARAM
BADFIREMODEPARAM

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
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BADDIVPARAM
BADBLANKINGPARAM
BADQUALITYPARAM
BADCOMMAND
BADPARAM
CMDINVALIDINTHISSTATE
INVALID_PULSE_RATE

69
70
71
72
73
74
75

Timeout errors
OPEN_SHUTTER_TIMEOUT
CLOSE_SHUTTER_TIMEOUT
DIVERGENCE_TIMEOUT

81
82
83

Error errors
ERRSTACK_OVERFLOW

99
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Command

!GF=

Brief

Enable/disable the echoing of commands, immediate fault/warning printouts, and
changes in the state of the cooling system (heating, cooling, or off).

Response

[] if accepted, [?] if rejected

Description

Sets (!GF=1) or clears (!GF=0) a system flag that controls echoing of command
characters, printout of warnings and faults on the command serial port when they are
first detected, and changes in the state of the cooling system (heating, cooling, or off).
The current state of the fault buffer may also be viewed regardless of the !GF state
using the !FLT? command. Acknowledgements are sent regardless of the !GF state.
Default: !GF=1.

Example
!GF=1
[]
See Also
!FLT?, !FLT
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Command

!GF?

Brief

Query the status of the flag controlling command echoing, immediate fault/warning
printouts, and changes in the state of the cooling system (heating, cooling, or off).

Response

[] if accepted, [?] if rejected

Description

Reports the state of a system flag that controls echoing of command characters,
printout of warnings and faults, and changes in the state of the cooling system (heating,
cooling, or off) on the command serial port when they are first detected. The current
state of the fault buffer may also be viewed regardless of the !GF state using the !FLT?
command. Acknowledgements are sent regardless of the !GF state. Default: !GF=1.

Example

!GF?
[GF1]

See Also
!GF=Command
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Brief

!GS?

Response

View Status

Description

Full system status in ASCII text
This command displays the full system status. The lines contain the following
information:
Key switch status and lasing status: Laser energy detected /not detected.
All information displayed with the !P? command, in the same format.
The laser firing sequence stage number and a stage description with elapsed warmup
or stabilization time.
If the laser is not busy, the status string from the laser head and the status of the laser
head: OK or error.
The laser power supply air temperature, the laser head air temperature, the laser
cooling plate temperature, and the state of the thermoelectric temperature controllers:
Heating, Cooling, or Off.
Divergence angle in milliradians and laser trigger pulse threshold value.
Quality number – number of valid range messages provided over the previous series of
cycle clocks, and Quality size - Number of range cycles over which the quality number
is computed.

Example

A report of the last 100 most recent over-temperature and/or power system fault
warnings and errors, if any.

!GS?
(response)
Keyswitch Interlock On. No Laser Energy Detected
MtSSoSOxZxxPfG1V1IxxTmCiF5
Firing Sequence Stage:4
Laser Warm
Laser State: R0 B0 W1 D1 S1 F5 C27 P120 25.0 23.6 23.4 23.3 19.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Laser head status good.
Laser Air T:19.8 Laser Plate T:20.0 PS Air T:22.5 Cooling State:OFF
Divergence:3.4 Pulse Threshold:340
[W72 1]
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The interlocks are closed and the laser is enabled, but not firing.
!P string: The mode is set to test. The shutter feedback indicates that the
shutter is fully closed and in the safe position. The laser is not ready to fire and the fire
control is set to not fire. The system is set to use an internally-supplied cycle clock for
firing the laser. The stop pulse is set to look for the first laser return pulse. The
averaging group is set to 1 return (i.e., the averaging algorithm
is disabled). The valid number has defaulted to 1 (i.e., the valid indicator will be true
or false for each individual laser shot). The system cycle is commanded not to be
inhibited, and that status has been achieved. The blanking time is set to medium.
The laser firing sequence stage is 4, Laser Warm.
The laser head reports good status.
The temperature sensors report Laser air, laser plate, and laser head temperatures are
ok, and the thermal control system is not cooling.
The laser beam divergence is 3.4 milliradians and the detection pulse threshold is 340.
See Also

!P?
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Command

!GT?

Brief

Reports elapsed time in seconds since wait for warmup or pulse rate stabilization
began.

Response

[GTnn[nnnn]] if accepted, [?] if rejected

Description

Reports elapsed time in seconds since wait for warmup or pulse rate stabilization
began. Normal warmup wait time required is 30 minutes or 1800 seconds. Time for
rate stabilization is 2 minutes or 120 seconds. The response is only meaningful if the
system is waiting for warmup or rate stabilization to complete.

Example

!GT?
[GT45]

See Also

!DS, !Z=Po
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Command

!GU?

Brief

Query the present stage of the sequence in preparation for laser firing.

Response

[GUn] if accepted, [?] if rejected

Description

At any time the system is in one of 9 stages, 7 of which are preparatory to firing.
Stage Name

Numeric Value

INITWARMUP
LASER_START
LASER_WARMING_UP
LASER_WARM
LASER_RATE_SETTING_DELAY
LASER_READY
BUZZER
RUNNING
DEADLASER
Example

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

!GU?
[GU6]
Stage Descriptions
INITWARMUP
This stage is entered following power on self test completion. The rangefinder
controller activates heating or cooling, as needed to bring the system temperature to a
value at which the laser can be switched on. when the temperature is within limits, the
rangefinder transitions automatically to the next stage. The system may be powered off
in this stage.
LASER_START
In this stage the laser is turned on. Lasing does not start at this time, but
communication with the laser is established and status checks performed. This takes 10
to 20 seconds. If successful, the rangefinder transitions automatically to the next stage.
The system may be powered off in this stage.
LASER_WARMING_UP
In this stage the laser head internal temperature is stabilized, using additional local
heating/cooling controls. This takes 30 minutes, though this may be shortened if the
laser has been off for less than 30 minutes and was warm before being shut down. See
the !DSO command. The system may be powered off in this stage.
LASER_WARM
This stage is entered once the 30 warmup time has elapsed, or the !DSO command was
used after 15 minutes or more. The system is now ready to being rate stabilization. See
the !DS and !DSO commands. The system may be powered off in this stage.
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LASER_RATE_SETTING_DELAY
If a !DS or !DSO command is received while in the states LASER_WARM or
LASER_ WARMING_UP, the required warmup time has elapsed, and the pulse rate
has been set, the system transitions to this stage. If external triggering is to be used, it
must have been selected and the trigger signal must be present on the CYCLE IN BNC
connector. During this stage the laser is being pumped but lasing is inhibited
internally. The laser cannot be fired until it has been in this state for two minutes,
allowing temperature gradients in the laser rod and the resultant beam shape to
stabilize to prevent laser damage to the other optical components in the laser head. The
system may be returned to the LASER_WARM state with the !DP command from this
stage.
LASER_READY
After the system has been in the LASER_RATE_SETTING_DELAY stage for 2
minutes it automatically transitions to this stage. During this stage the laser is being
pumped but lasing is inhibited internally. Laser pump life is finite, so the system
should not be left in this stage for extended period of time.
From this state, laser firing may be initiated with the !P=Zo command once the shutter
has been opened. See the !P=SO and !P=Zo commands. The system may be returned to
the LASER_WARM state with the !DP command from this stage.
BUZZER
When the system is in the LASER_READY stage and a !P=Zo command is received,
and all other conditions for lasing are met, the buzzer will sound for 10 seconds and
the system will transition to the RUNNING stage automatically. The system may be
returned to the LASER_WARM state with the !DP command from this stage.
RUNNING
When the system enters this stage from the BUZZER stage lasing is enabled and laser
energy is emitted from the transmit aperture. The system may be returned to the
LASER_WARM state with the !DP command or the !P=Zx command from this stage.
DEADLASER
The laser may enter this stage from any other stage if a condition is detected that could
cause system damage if operation continues. If the laser was operating or stabilizing, it
is stopped. The laser is then powered off internally. There is no exit from this stage:
The system must be powered off and restarted to leave this stage. Before powering
down, a !GS command should be given and the resulting output copy-pasted to a text
file for diagnostics. The !FLT? command will also list all faults and warnings.
Stage Transitions
The LASER_WARM stage can be considered the “base camp” for laser operations.
The laser is not being pumped in this stage, power consumption is minimal,
temperature is regulated, and the system may be left in this stage indefinitely. This is
also the stage to which the laser returns when one of the higher stages is interrupted or
terminated by a user command (other than the !P=Io command from
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the RUNNING stage) or a non-fatal fault. Two minutes and 10 seconds are required to
commence firing from the LASER_WARM stage. When the system is in the
RUNNING stage the !P=Io command, will inhibit firing but continue pumping the
laser at the present firing rate and will remain in the RUNNING stage. From this
condition, which is still the RUNNING stage, laser firing may be resumed immediately
with the !P=Ix command, without going through the rate setting delay or buzzer delay.
The system should not be left in the inhibited condition for long periods, as the laser
pumping continues.
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Command

!HELP?

Brief

View a summary of available system commands and a brief synopsis of the command
syntax.
System Commands:
(list of commands)
Use the following syntax: “!cmd” to execute an action, "!cmd=value" (to set a value) or
"!cmd?" (to inquire)

Response

Description

This command allows you to view all available system commands and see a brief synopsis
of the command syntax. This command is helpful in the event that you forget a
particular command or the command syntax.
NOTE: Not all commands allow control (i.e., !P = or !P) and inquiry (i.e., !P?).

Example

!HELP?
System commands:
DD DDR DP DQ DS DV
FLT GC GD GF GR GS
GV PC PF PG PI PM PP
PSO PSS PT PV PZ V
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Command

!P=McCXZxPcGnVnIxTcCcFn

Brief

Modify the current status of many key system setting and controls.

Response

[ ] if accepted, [?] if rejected.

Description

This command allows you to set many of the key system settings and controls. Parameters
to the right of the 'equals' ('=') sign shown above are described in the paragraphs below:

M

specifies 'Mode' and is followed by an 'a' for Asynchronous, or 't' for Test mode. The mode
cannot be changed while the laser is firing or simulating firing in test mode or while
preparing to fire during rate stabilization or warning buzzer times.

SS

specifies 'Shutter Safe'. This is the command to close the shutter. The [] response will be
returned and the shutter closing operation will start. This may take 5 to 10 seconds so the
shutter final condition should be confirmed with the !P? command.

SO

specifies Shutter Open. This is the command to open the shutter. The [] response will be
returned and the shutter opening operation will start. This may take 5 to 10 seconds so the
shutter final condition should be confirmed with the !P? command.

Z

specifies 'Fire Control' and is followed by an 'o' for 'fire', an 'x' for 'don't fire',
indicating the requested state of the Fire Control state.
NOTES:
Fire Control is used in both Test mode and in normal asynchronous. mode. While in Test
mode, Fire Control cannot cause the laser to fire . Rather, the Fire Control is used to
produce test pulses to test the system electronics .
When ‘Zo’ is issued when the laser is ready to fire an alarm will sound for 10 seconds and
the laser will then begin firing.
When the laser is firing in test or asynchronous mode and “!P=Zx” is issued the laser stops
firing and returns to the Laser Warm state.

P

specifies 'Stop Pulse' and is followed by either an 'f’ for 'first pulse detection'
or an 'l' for 'last pulse detection'.

G

specifies the averaging group size to be used. If set to zero, averaging is disabled.
If set to any number between 1 and 100, the LRI-5000 will produce a range
average using a sliding window of the size specified. Invoking this command with a valid
argument resets group count and current number of valid samples to zero. The default
value is zero (averaging disabled).
When an average range is requested, all the valid samples in the most recent shots up to
the averaging group size are averaged. The average range is reset to 0 and the range
history used to compute the average is cleared when the laser is stopped or inhibited or
when the averaging group size is changed.

V

specifies the number of range shots within the averaging window that must be
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valid before the valid indicator in the output range data indicates a valid group. If this is
set to 0 or 1, the valid indicator in the range data output is set appropriately for the results
of each laser firing. Valid arguments are from zero to the current quality group size (see
“!DQG=” command). The default value is zero.
The number of valid samples received is cleared when the laser is stopped or inhibited or
when the quality group size is changed.
I

specifies 'Cycle Inhibit' and is followed by a designator 'x' for 'do not inhibit the cycle' or
‘o' for 'inhibit cycle' and is the requested state of the 'Cycle Inhibit' control. Upon receipt
of an I=0 command, firing is inhibited until an I=x command is received. This command
only has an effect when the laser is firing, in BIT or normal mode. Terminating firing with
the Zx command or another way will reset this to the ‘x’ state. This command should be
used for short term firing inhibit only, when resumption of firing is expected within a
minute or two, as the laser continues to pump internally to maintain temperature stability.
The minimum inhibit time is 0.5 seconds. If “!P=Ix” is issued less than 0.5 seconds after
“!P=Io”, the inhibit time will be approximately 0.5 seconds.

T

specifies system 'Blanking Time' and is followed by either an 's' for short (100 meters)
blanking time, an ‘m’ for medium blanking time (300 meters) or an '1' for long (1000
meters) blanking time. This parameter controls the minimum distance to target at which
the system will produce usable range information.

C

specifies system 'Cycle Clock Selection' and is followed by either an 'i' for internally
generated cycle clock, or an 'e' for externally supplied cycle clock. This clock is used to
initiate a range measurement cycle and produce trigger pulses to fire the laser. The Cycle
Clock selection must be made prior to the two minute laser pulse rate stabilization period
(See the Temperature Stabilization section).

F

specifies the pulse frequency in pulses per second. Valid values are 1 to 60. This rate may
not be changed during firing or during rate stabilization or buzzer warning prior to firing.

Examples

!P=MaSZoPtG100V75IxTsCe
[]
This example shows that the mode is being set to asynchronous mode. The fire control
is set to fire the laser. The stop pulse is set to toggle between looking for the first and last
return pulse. The averaging group size is set to 100 pulses. The valid threshold is
set to 75 good returns in the 100 pulse averaging window. The system cycle is not
inhibited. The blanking time is set to the short setting. The system is set to use an
externally-supplied cycle clock for firing the laser.
!P=Zx
[]
This example shows that the fire control is set to not fire the laser.
!P=ZoMt
[]
This example shows that the fire control is set to fire and the mode is set to test.

See Also

!P?, DFB?
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Command

!P?

Brief

View the current status of many key system setting and controls.

Response

The current value of each value that may be set with the !P= command is displayed.

Description

This command allows you to view many of the key system settings and controls.
Parameters to the right of the 'equals' ('=') sign shown in the !P= command are described in
the paragraphs below:

M

specifies 'Mode' and is followed by an 'a' for Asynchronous, or 't' for Test mode. The mode
cannot be changed while the laser is firing or simulating firing in test mode or while
preparing to fire during rate stabilization or warning buzzer times.

SS

specifies 'Shutter Safe' and is followed by either an 'x' if the shutter is not
completely closed, or an 'o' if the shutter is completely dosed. When the shutter is in the
closed position no laser radiation is emitted from the laser output aperture.

SO

specifies 'Shutter Open' and is followed by either an 'x' if the shutter is not
completely open, or an '0' if the shutter is completely open. If the 'x' indication is returned,
the shutter is at least partially open and laser radiation may be emitted from the laser
output aperture.

Z

specifies 'Fire Control' and is followed by an 'o' for 'fire', an 'x' for 'don't fire',
indicating the requested state of the Fire Control state.
NOTES:
Fire Control is used in both Test mode and in normal asynchronous. mode. While in Test
mode, Fire Control cannot cause the laser to fire . Rather, the Fire Control is used to
produce test pulses to test the system electronics .
When ‘Zo’ is issued when the laser is ready to fire an alarm will sound for 10 seconds and
the laser will then begin firing.
When the laser is firing in test or asynchronous mode and “!P=Zx” is issued the laser stops
firing and returns to the Laser Warm state.
specifies 'Stop Pulse' and is followed by either an 'f’ for 'first pulse detection', or an 'l' for
'last pulse detection'.

G

specifies the averaging group size to be used. If set to zero, averaging is disabled.
If set to any number between 1 and 100, the LRI-5000 will produce a range
average using a sliding window of the size specified. Invoking this command with a valid
argument resets group count and current number of valid samples to zero. The default
value is zero (averaging disabled).
When an average range is requested, all the valid samples in the most recent shots up to
the averaging group size are averaged. The average range is reset to 0 and the range
history used to compute the average is cleared when the laser is stopped or inhibited or
when the averaging group size is changed.

V

specifies the number of range shots within the averaging window that must be
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valid before the valid indicator in the output range data indicates a valid group. If this is
set to 0 or 1, the valid indicator in the range data output is set appropriately for the results
of each laser firing. Valid arguments are from zero to the current quality group size (see
“!DQG=” command). The default value is zero.
The number of valid samples received is cleared when the laser is stopped or inhibited or
when the quality group size is changed.
I

specifies 'Cycle Inhibit' and is followed by a designator 'x' for 'do not inhibit the cycle' or
‘o' for 'inhibit cycle' and is the requested state of the 'Cycle Inhibit' control. Upon receipt
of an I=0 command, firing is inhibited until an I=x command is received. This command
only has an effect when the laser is firing, in BIT or normal mode. Terminating firing with
the Zx command or another way will reset this to the ‘x’ state. This command should be
used for short term firing inhibit only, when resumption of firing is expected within a
minute or two, as the laser continues to pump internally to maintain temperature stability.
The minimum inhibit time is 0.5 seconds. If “!P=Ix” is issued less than 0.5 seconds after
“!P=Io”, the inhibit time will be approximately 0.5 seconds.

T

specifies system 'Blanking Time' and is followed by either an 's' for short (100 meters)
blanking time, an ‘m’ for medium blanking time (300 meters) or an '1' for long (1000
meters) blanking time. This parameter controls the minimum distance to target at which
the system will produce usable range information.

C

specifies system 'Cycle Clock Selection' and is followed by either an 'i' for internally
generated cycle clock, or an 'e' for externally supplied cycle clock. This clock is used to
initiate a range measurement cycle and produce trigger pulses to fire the laser. The Cycle
Clock selection must be made prior to the two minute laser pulse rate stabilization period
(See the Temperature Stabilization section).

F

specifies the pulse frequency in pulses per second. Valid values are 1 to 60. This rate may
not be changed during firing or during rate stabilization or buzzer warning prior to firing.

Examples

!P?
[P=MtSSoSOxZoPfG0V0IxTsCi]
This example shows that the mode is set to test. The shutter feedback indicates that the
shutter is fully closed and in the safe position. The fire control is set to fire
the laser and that status has been achieved. The stop pulse is set to look for the first
laser return pulse. The averaging group is set to 0 returns (i.e., the averaging algorithm
is disabled). The valid number has defaulted to zero (i.e., the valid indicator will be true
or false for each individual laser shot). The system cycle is commanded not to be
inhibited, and that status has been achieved. The blanking time is set to short. The
system is set to use an internally-supplied cycle clock for firing the laser.

See Also
ommand

!P?, DFB?
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Command

!V?

Brief

View the LRI-5000 firmware version

Response

[VERD.DD]
where D.DD is the firmware version number.

Description

This command allows you to view firmware version number. It is used to allow
Acuity personnel to track the features and functionality of various firmware releases.

Example

!V?
(response)
[VER1.00]
This example shows that the LRI-5000 is equipped with the initial
release of system firmware.
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3.3 Operational Maintenance
The SRI-5000 is a rugged system designed for use on mobile platforms. However, it should be
protected from severe shock and vibration, such as that which might be experienced on a vehicle
without suspension or with high engine vibration. In these cases the system should be mounted with
shock absorbing material or mounts.The SRI-5000 is sealed, with protection against rain and
washdown. See the SRI-5000 datasheet for additional information.
See the LRI-5000 Maintenance Manual for regular maintenance procedures other that those to be
performed before and after each use.

3.3.1

Preventive Maintenance for Safety

Preventive maintenance is required to ensure the laser remains in compliance with Center for Devices
and Radiological Health (CDRH) Regulations. This laser product complies with Title 21 of the United
States Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter 1, Subchapter J, Parts 1040.10 and 1040.11, as
applicable. To maintain compliance, verify the operation of all features listed below, either annually
or whenever the product has been subjected to adverse environmental conditions which may have
affected these features and functions.
1.Verify that removing the remote interlock connector prevents laser operation.
2. Verify that the laser will operate only with the key switch in the ON position, and that
the key can be removed only when the switch is in the OFF position.
3. Verify that a time delay exists between turning on the key switch and the start of laser
firing. It must give enough warning to allow action to be taken to avoid exposure to laser
radiation.
4. Verify that the transmitter lens cover is permanently attached to the system and
completely blocks the transmitter lens when in the closed position.

3.3.2

Operating Warnings and Notes

Below is a list of guidelines for damage prevention, best performance and longest life of the LRI5000.
1. Operate the laser in a low dust environment and keep the window covers and connector
caps in place when the system is not in use. This protects the windows and connectors
against dust and particulates.
2. The laser head chamber is sealed with vacuum epoxies, vacuum grease, and careful
attention to use of low outgassing materials. Silicone and similar sealing, bonding or
insulating materials should not be used in close proximity to the internal or external
optics since these substances will outgas and could contaminate the laser components or
output window causing laser damage.
3. To avoid laser damage, minimize back reflections of output beam, and when they are
unavoidable, direct them away from the optical axis of the system by canting the optics.
Back reflections of even a small percentage of the output' energy can promote damage to
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optical components in the laser head. For example, an uncoated convex lens or a glass disk
calorimeter will reflect about 4% of the incident energy. While the reflection may seem
harmless at first glance, it can perturb the laser operation and may promote optical
damage. In some cases, even anti-reflection coated glass optics reflect enough energy to
promote damage to laser optics.

3.3.3 Optical Cleaning Procedures
Proper maintenance of optical components must be followed in order to keep surfaces free of dirt,
grime, oil or other contaminants encountered as a result of day-to-day operation. A dirty window can
reflect or absorb much of the laser's output. Consequently, the range capability of the system may be
significantly reduced.
Optical transmitter and receiver surfaces should be cleaned prior to each use. Use lens cleaning
tissues, Kodak or equivalent. Isopropyl alcohol, preferably a high purity grade, may be used. If
necessary acetone, preferably a spectroscopic grade or organic residue analysis grade may also
be used, but acetone will soften the white protective coating on the system. Using several
optical tissues moistened with distilled water and a rapid rotary motion, give the window a final
cleaning. As the cleaning operation progresses, the lens tissue will have a tendency to drag,
indicating a clean lens. For light duty removal of dust distilled water or de-ionized water may be
sufficient. Be sure to use a clean covered liquid container and clean the container closure.
Mounted Glass Lenses and Windows
First clean around the edges of the mount and the lens. Any grease or oily residue must be removed as it
will otherwise spread over the entire optic surface. Grease or oil should then be removed from the lens
surface as described above.
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4 Troubleshooting
This section is intended to assist the user in identifying interface, connection, and configuration issues
and with wiring issues within the system. The diagnostic signals available also provide some information
regarding internal hardware faults to help determine whether the system needs repair by Acuity
personnel. If a fault occurs for which a description or procedure is not detailed here, contact Acuity
Technologies.

4.1 Fault Protection
The LRI-5000 includes built-in protection against possible fault conditions, including:
•
•
•

Software error handling. This includes retries on unsuccessful operations and termination of
laser operation if required.
Status reporting of possible fault conditions, temperature warnings, and command input errors.
Protection against conditions such as excessive temperature, under/over voltage, and short
circuits.

There are two types of errors detected and logged by the LRI-5000 software, faults and warnings. Faults
are errors which can cause serious damage to equipment and/or personnel. Some faults will force the
system into an idle state. Warnings are errors which, if allowed to persist, may cause degradation in
performance or system failure. Warnings also include reporting of input command syntax errors and of
commands issued in disallowed contexts. The system should continue to operate normally, but a
maintenance period should be scheduled to correct the source of the warning if a hardware issue is
indicated..

4.2 Verification of External Parameters
Several external variables control whether or not a fully functional system is capable of producing
data. The first is adequate prime power. See specifications at the end of this document for prime
power voltage and current requirements.
The second is the proper settings of safety keyswitches and interlocks. Check that the interlock key
is in the On (horizontal) position before firing the laser for rangefinding.
The third is removal of lens covers and appropriate use of beam attenuators. Ensure that the
transmitter and receiver aperture covers are removed and that the beam attenuator in place is not
too strong for the ranges and targets being measured.
The fourth is the presence of an appropriate target. Perform basic operational tests on a large static
target at intermediate ranges of 300 to 1500 meters if difficulty obtaining range data is
encountered. Then proceed to more longer ranges and smaller and mobile targets.
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4.2.1 Target Characteristics
Check that:
1. Target is placed at less than system maximum range.
2. Target is placed at greater than system minimum range blanking range (1000 meters default
or configured value).
3. Target is large enough to ensure that the beam is striking the target and that a sufficient
return is generated.

4.3 Power and Wiring Checks
If the LRI-5000 does not power up successfully, check that:
1. The main AC power is properly connected at each end and that the circuit breaker
button is pushed in.
2. The 5 indicator LEDs light up in sequence and then go off with the PWR LED
remaining on when the power is switched on.
3. The warning buzzer sounds for a fraction of a second shortly after power up.
4. The two thermal control fans in the lower heating/cooling compartment are running.
5. Prime power voltage is adequate when the system is turned on.
6. Prime power source and conductors are properly sized for rated system load.
7. If the system does not power up, remove the power supply enclosure top and check that all
cables are secure. See Figure 4 and the wiring diagram in the LRI-5000 Maintenance
Manual.
8. Check the +5 and +12 volt power at the power connector on the upper left corner of the main
circuit board. If power is below 4.8 / 11.5 volts, check the 110V input to the 5V/12V power
supply, mounted on the circuit board mounting plate behind the board.
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Laser Pulse Monitor In

Power Connector
+12 Yellow
GND
+5 Red
GND

Warning Buzzer

Figure 4. LRI 5000 Main Circuit Board
9. Check the 110 V input to the 5V/12V supply. The large laser power supply may be lifted up by
loosening the four retaining screws holding it to the case bottom. Be careful not to strike the receiver
assembly with the laser power supply as this may affect the receiver optical alignment.
10. If 110 V is present on the power supply but 5V/12V is not disconnect the power supply from the
main circuit board and recheck the power supply. It requires a small minimum load to operate. Use
load resistors or another load of about 100 mA when checking.
11. If 110 V is not present at the 5V/12V power supply check the input power connector, keyswitch,
the circuit breaker, and the main power switch connections and proper conductivity. To check these,
the interface panel may be removed by removing the four external screws holding it to the system
case and extracting the main circuit board with the interface panel after disconnecting the TEC
control board, laser power control cables, and receiver cables.
12. If the power supply is good, there may be a board failure, a power supply failure, or a short in the
system wiring. Refer to the Wiring Diagram in the LRI-5000 Maintenance Manual for
troubleshooting the wiring for shorts. The cables to the receiver board in the front of the case and the
TEC controller board below the main board may be disconnected and the system turned on to rule
out causes of excessive load in those boards.

4.4 Inputs and Commands
Once the LRI-5000 has completed its power up cycle, check that:
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1. The LRI-5000 responds to commands and queries. If yes, use the “!GS?” command to view
the system status. If not, check communication cable connections, pinouts, and integrity.
2. Range data appears on the DATA output. If not, check cable connections, pinouts, and
integrity.

4.4.1

System Status Message

Check that the system status message shows the following:
1. Key switch and cover interlock status corresponds to key and cover position: Key out or
vertical of cover off is open (laser disabled), key horizontal and cover on is closed. If not,
check key circuit and cover switch condition.
2. Lasing status: and lasing status: Laser energy detected if firing (not it test mode), otherwise
not detected. If not detected when firing, check laser output aperture with power meter.
3. All information displayed with the !P? command:
Check that:
a. Test mode status changes in response to the M parameter.
b. The shutter position displayed is SSoSOx or SSxSOo in response to the SS or SO
parameters except when the shutter is transitioning, which takes about 5 seconds.
c. The fire mode changes in response to the Z parameter when the laser is ready to fire
and the buzzer has sounded for 10 seconds.
d. The Fire Ready status is ‘o’ when the laser state is shown as ready to fire.
e. The first/last mode changes in response to the P parameter.
f. The group size reflects the most recent G parameter value.
g. The number of valid shots required reflects the most recent V parameter value.
h. When firing, the LASE LED goes off when Io is used, and on when Ix is used.
i. The blanking value reflects the most recent T parameter value.
j. If external cycle clock is selected this is reflected in the C parameter. Check that the
input signal on the CYCLE or TRIG input conforms to the conditions in the
connector descriptions.
k. Check that the pulse rate reflects the most recent F parameter setting.
4. The laser firing sequence stage number and a stage description progress to “Laser Ready”
after warmup, use of the “!DS” command, and stabilization time.
5. If the laser is not firing or stabilizing and the temperatures shown in the following line are
within laser limits, the status string from the laser head shows laser ok. If an internal laser
error is shown, or the laser status shows as busy or off at other times, do not attempt to fire
the laser. See the temperature troubleshooting section below for thermal control issues.
6. Reported divergence angle matches the last “!DV” setting.
7. Reported laser trigger pulse threshold value is between 15 and 500 while the laser is in the
stabilizing, ready, or firing states. This value may be higher in other states. A value outside of
this range while stabilizing or firing may indicate a receiver hardware fault.
8. Check that the reported Cycle Inhibit state, blanking range state of Short (100 meters),
Medium (300 meters), or Long (1000 meters), and Cycle clock source match the most recent
commands and the data in the Parameter status string shown earlier in the status message.
9. Check that the reported Quality number approximately corresponds with the indicated
strength shown on the receiver monitor BNC output. When in test mode, the Quality number
should match the Quality group size, with perhaps a very rare missed signal.
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10. Check the list of the last 100 most recent faults and warnings at the bottom of the status
message. Refer to the list of errors in the “!FLT?” command description, and then to the
appropriate troubleshooting section.

4.4.2

TRIG and CYCLE input

If the system is not responding to the trigger or cycle clock inputs, check that
1. All cables are properly connected. The system is being configured according to the connector
description section.
2. The voltages and pulse durations meet the requirements when loaded with 50 ohms to
ground.
3. The signals look clean when viewed with an oscilloscope. Ringing on the lines may cause the
laser to stop firing.

4.5 System Temperatures and Cooling
1. Check that the two cooling fans in the lower cooling enclosure are turning when the system is
powered up.
2. Check that after an initial system warmup period, the status message (“!GS?”) shows the laser
plate, laser air, and power supply air temperatures are within these ranges:
Laser Plate:
Laser Air:
Power Supply Air:

10 to 44 C
10 to 50 C
10 to 50 C

The temperature control system of the LRI-5000 is normally able to maintain these
temperature ranges across the specified ambient operating temperature range. If any
temperatures are outside of these ranges, the laser head will not power up or will power
down.
3. Check that the state of the thermoelectric temperature controllers (Heating, Cooling, or Off)
in the status message corresponds to the reported laser head, laser air, and power supply air
temperatures. The system should be Heating when the laser plate temperature is 15 C or less,
and Cooling when it is 30 C or more. At intermediate temperatures, the state may be Heating,
Cooling, or Off.

4.6 Laser
To check the laser output levels,
1. Check that the laser output window and receiver window clean are clean and the aperture
covers have been removed.
2. Check that the safety shutter is confirmed to be fully open, indicated by “SSxSOo” in the
response to “!P?”.
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3. Attach a 50 ohm cable from the LASE coax monitor to an oscilloscope and observe the
signal per the connector description section. Check that the signal shows the proper amplitude
of about 200 mV, and width of about 10 ns. If it does the laser is firing properly and there
may be loose or damaged transmit optics in the laser chamber. If not, open power supply
chamber and check the coax cable from the photodiode mounted in the laser chamber wall to
the main circuit board, and the coax cable from the main circuit board to the LASE BNC. If
all cables are secure at both ends and replacing them with 50 ohm cables does not cause a
signal to appear the system will require servicing by Acuity.
4. If a proper signal is present on the LASE output, test for the presence of laser energy directly
in front of the transmit aperture with a power meter or fast InGaAs photodiode that responds
to 1570 nm light. If a power meter is used it should be calibrated for light near 1570 and the
sensitive area of the meter must be known. an. Measure the peak power at the center of the
transmit aperture. This should be approximately 50 milliwatts per square cm with the laser
firing at 60 Hz.
5. If a proper signal is present on the LASE BNC output but no energy or significantly reduced
energy is detected at the laser aperture, disconnect power from the system and refer to the
section on attenuator changing in this manual, and the section on adjusting the laser beam
direction in LRI-5000 in the maintenance manual, and open the laser chamber.
6. Examine the laser head, beam beam adjustment plate, attenuator holder, and transmit beam
expansion lens (see Figure 5) to ensure that all parts are in line with the laser aperture on the
laser head and with the transmit telescope tube and are not loose. Check that the beam path is
clear of cables and other obstructions.
7. Check that the path from the laser optics to the receiver pulse detection window is clear of
cables and other obstructions. The receiver detects scattered light from the laser optics
through this window.
8. Check that the path from the laser optics to the LASE monitor photodiode is clear cables and
other obstructions. The photodiode detects scattered light from the laser optics.
9. If the proper power is being emitted from the laser aperture but the system is not properly
detecting distant targets, refer to the Ranging Subsystem section.
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Figure 5. Laser Chamber Transmit Optics

4.7 Ranging Subsystem
For these tests, start by connecting an oscilloscope to the RECV BNC connector with a 50 ohm cable,
with the scope input on 50 ohm termination. The receiver detects the transmit pulse and return
pulses, which will show on the RECV output. To see a return from a distant target the oscilloscope
must be set to trigger on the transmit pulse and use a delayed trace to see the return. For a 300 meter
target distance the delay will be approximately 2 microseconds. A delayed triggering function on the
oscilloscope must be used to see any detail of the target signal.
Maximum range is dependent on laser output energy, transparency of the transmission path (including
atmospheric visibility, the presence of clutter at ranges less than the system's maximum range, optical
alignment of the receiver to the laser's output and cleanliness of laser and receiver windows) and
target characteristics (such as diffuse reflectivity and angular subtense [size divided by distance]).
The reflected return from the target must produce a signal sufficiently above the nominal noise level to
be detected by the range timing circuit.
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Measurement accuracy is quantified in terms of mean error and standard deviation. Mean error
represents deviation of the mean (arithmetic average) value of a set of measurements from the known
true range. Standard deviation represents the size of the data distribution about its mean value, and
reflects the probability that any individual range reading will fall within some range of the data
distribution's mean or "average" value. For instance 68% of all measurements will fall within +/-1
standard deviation of the mean, 94% will fall within +/- 2 standard deviations and 99.7% will fall
within +/- 3 standard deviations. These statistical measurements are most easily accomplished by
collecting a large number of measurements to a stationary target and using data analysis software
such as MATLAB.

4.7.1

Receiver Tests

1. Is a laser transmit pulse present on the RECV BNC when firing under the internal cycle
clock? If so, the laser is firing and the receiver detector is sensing the laser energy. If not, and
the LASE monitor and external power measurements are correct, perform steps 2- 3
2. If no laser transmit pulse present on the RECV BNC when firing, check the path from the
receiver pulse monitor window to the receiver detector opening in the receiver assembly in
Figure 4. The pulse monitor window is in the lower left front of the power supply case
(opposite side of bulkhead from the receiver pulse detection window location in the laser
chamber shown in Figure 5.
3. If there is still no laser transmit pulse present on the RECV BNC when firing, see step 7 of
the laser troubleshooting section above.
4. Place the receiver cover over the receiver aperture. With the laser not firing, the noise level
on the signal on the RECV output should decrease to a base level of approximately 5
millivolts.
5. Check that the Pulse Threshold reported with “!GS?” command is between 150 and 500 when
the system is in the Laser Warm state.
6. If the RECV output shows strong transmit pulses and return pulses and the pulse threshold
and RECV noise levels are good but valid ranges cannot be obtained, use the BIT command
(“!P=Mt”) to test the range timing electronics. If the BIT mode does not give valid range
readings there is an issue with the receiver or timing electronics and the system must be
examined by Acuity personnel.
7. If the RECV output shows strong transmit pulses but no return pulses at moderate to long
ranges, the receiver optics may be misaligned. See the Maintenance Manual for the receiver
alignment procedure.

4.7.1.1

False Alarm Rate and Short Range Readings

If no return pulse is detected the LRI-5000 reports a range reading of zero and the measurement is not
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considered valid, and is not included in the range averaging process. False alarms occur when no
return pulse is received but detector noise causes the timing circuit to trigger. The LRI-5000 contains
automatic control of the pulse detection threshold for minimizing false alarms, and these should be
extremely rare. Very rapid changes in the ambient light levels, such as sunlight glint from a target,
could cause momentary false alarm readings.
If false alarms occur persistently check the following:
1. Is the Pulse Threshold (see the “!GS?” command) between 150 and 500 when the laser is
warmed up? The Pulse Threshold should fall slightly when the cover is placed on the receiver
telescope and rise slightly when the receiver is exposed to high ambient light levels, such as
outdoors on a sunny day. If this is not the case, the receiver circuitry should be checked by
Acuity personnel. This value may be slightly higher when the laser is firing.
2. Are false alarms occurring with short range values when the system is firing but no target is
reflecting pulses? If so, atmospheric particulate or small amounts of off-axis light reflected
from nearby objects slightly off the beam path may be causing return signals. Increase the
blanking time to medium or long.
3. If long range false alarms are still persistent when the pulse threshold value behaves normally
and the blanking time has been increased, the automatic threshold offset may be adjusted with
the “!GD=” diagnostic command. This is not documented in the Command Set and should be
used only when necessary. This command will accept values from 1 to 400. The standard
value for this offset is 175. Setting a smaller threshold will increase the sensitivity and
number of false alarms, and setting a higher threshold will reduce them.
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